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Cue the Candy

WHAT’S
HOT NOW

BERTAZZONI, an Italian manufacturer, heralded the return
of color to the kitchen in 2018
with its Professional series of
ranges in vibrant, glossy finishes
including orange, yellow and
red. Available in 30-, 36- and 48inch widths, the ranges feature
soft-close oven doors and a boil
time of six minutes or less for a
half-gallon of water. Bertazzoni is

These fresh-for-2018 products,
trends and innovations are sizzling on
the homefront this summer!

available through Builder Specialties,
(404) 233-6131; us.bertazzoni.com

GAME CHANGER

Written by THE EDITORS

FREEDOM
FRIDGES

GAME OF
STONES

THERMADOR’s fully flush Freedom
Combo Drawer Refrigerator and
Freezer with ice maker reveals a
radical departure from the typical
refrigerator and freezer options
available. Integrating seamlessly
into 24-inch depth cabinetry, the
drawers feature soft-close hinges
and preserve everything from coldpressed juices to artisan ice cream.

MATERIALS MARKETING, an architectural
stone and tile firm, revealed seven fireplace
designs in six different natural stone variations
through a collaboration with Dallas designer
DENISE MCGAHA. Pictured is the Savois,
shown in a charcoal limestone. Available at Materials Marketing, (404) 478 2770; mstoneandtile.com

The ventless revolution is changing
the way small spaces and kitchens
will function in 2018. MIELE’s ventless
dryer (above) with innovative heat-pump
technology gently dries large loads with
efficiency. GE’s 30-inch Monogram pizza
oven (top) is the only ventless electric
indoor pizza oven that promises to
achieve restaurant-quality results. Miele

Available through Guy Gunter Home,
(404) 874-7529; thermador.com

is available at The European Collection, (404)
254-1928; mieleusa.com. Monogram is available
through Guy Gunter Home; monogram.com

WOODLOOK
International trade shows EuroCucina and Coverings revealed a turn toward warm,
wood-look surfaces. Italian stone firm ANTOLINI’s Retro Fancy Petrified Wood surface (left), part of its special-order preciousstone collection, acts more like a work of
art for horizontal application; ANN SACKS’ Annelo field tile with gold insert offers an
organic take. Antonlini, antolini.com; Ann Sacks is available at KOHLER Signature Store by PDI
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CLASSIC
DETAILS

Featuring an industrial-style spout and handcrafted
oak lever, WATERWORKS’ Canteen faucet takes
cues from vintage water pumps, while offering modern conveniences like high-efficiency flow options
and a toggle button for spray. Shown here in nickel,
the faucet is available more than 15 finishes. Available through Waterworks, (404) 266-1080; waterworks.com

Black
Magic

Perfect
Pairings

ROHL’s black stainless steel sink made waves at the
2018 Kitchen and Bath Industry Show (KBIS) thanks to its
ability to resist fingerprints and water spots like traditional stainless. Sleek and edgy, but also a timeless pairing
with white cabinetry, the sink is available in four sizes.

The native Hawaiian “lauhala,” or screwpine leaf,
wraps the pulls of NEST STUDIO’s second artisan
collaboration. The Lauhala Collection pairs the precise
lines of Nest’s existing Mod pulls with the hand-woven
work of Hawaii-based jewelry brand Kū + Moe, lending a softness and organic feel that adds just the right
natural element to interiors. Available through Matthew

Available through Ferguson, (404) 495-9919; rohlhome.com

Quinn Collection, (404) 974-3560, matthewquinncollection.com
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Craftivism
One of WALKER ZANGER’s most popular handcrafted tile collections, Duquesa (above), is now
available in cement, allowing for versatile use such
as the outdoors, or high-traffic flooring. Craft meets
tech with DACOR’s The Atelier Edition (right), a
porcelain-interior refrigerator and freezer solution
that’s as durable as it is hygienic and beautiful. Da-

COOL
CLIMES

cor is available through Builder Specialties, (404) 233-6131;
dacor.com. Walker Zanger, (404) 365-9991; walkerzanger.com

GAGGENAU’s wine climates, part of
its new Vario cooling 400 series appliances, feature push-to-open doors
with proximity sensors that automatically activate touch keys and light as
you approach. Equipped with three
independently controlled climate
zones and five preset lighting scenarios, it’s ideal for showcasing prized
collections. Through RAO Design Studio,
(404) 815-5655; gaggenau-usa.com

stay afloat

Variable pillow positions, a
neck bath, stimulating HydroHands water massage jets,
and LED lighting combine
to create the ultimate state
of tranquility with TOTO’s
Flotation Tub, which releases
stress on joints through its
zero-dimension bathing posture. Toto is available through

Noland Atlanta and European
Kitchen & Bathworks; totousa.com

SMART HOME

Home appliances receive an A.I. upgrade in 2018. In
addition to built-in voice-controlled and motion-activated, dimmable LED lighting, KOHLER’s Verdera Voice
Lighted Mirror with Amazon Alexa (right) contains the
functionality of an Amazon Echo, allowing for shopping,
playing music or traffic updates. In addition to grocerytracking refrigerator cameras, the touch screen on
SAMSUNG’s Family Hub refrigerator 2.0 (left) offers intelligent connectivity to apps such as the Ring doorbell
and smart thermostats as well as music-streaming services and Bixby voice control. samsung.com; us.kohler.com
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